


BAHIA PRINCIPE, 20 YEARS YOUNG
Bahia Principe celebrated its 20th anniversary this 
year in high style. Hosted by Dominican TV celebrity 
Jatnna Tavárez, this extraordinary company fêted 
its many accomplishments as a leader in the high-
end resort sector. Transat Holidays was there to 
raise a toast to Bahia Principe’s continued success, 
and to our long and fruitful partnership together. 
In 1995, Pablo Piñero founded Bahia Principe and 
built its inaugural hotel in the Dominican Republic, a 
stunning yet less well-known Caribbean destination. 
Since then, the company has broken earth in several 
more destinations, building all-inclusive resorts that, 
year in and year out, provide hundreds of thousands 
of vacationers with the holiday of their dreams.

Perhaps the truly extraordinary accomplishment of 
this hotel chain is that, before Bahia Principe came 
along, few tourists in search of a sunny getaway 
even dared dream of the pampering and luxury they 
would soon come to expect; today the Mexican and 

Caribbean are dotted with gleaming, all-inclusive 
beachfront resorts where vacationers are invited to 
leave their everyday cares behind and experience 
the dazzling pools, professional spa services, cre-
ative gastronomy and attentive service we associ-
ate with Bahia Principe today.  

The company has been one of Transat Holidays’s 
preferred partners since the very beginning.  
Canadian vacationers and travel agents rank Bahia 
Principe first in terms of value for the money, and 
Transat Holidays o�ers 14 beautiful Bahia Principe 
resorts in six destinations across Jamaica, the Do-
minican Republic and Mexico, with exclusive prop-
erties including the Luxury Bahia Principe Akumal 
Don Pablo Collection and all Royal Golden sections.  

Transat Holidays wishes to congratulate Bahia Prin-
cipe and all the people who have worked so hard to 
make it a leader in its field!
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Even during the leisurely summer season, Logimonde is hard at work!

Last week, we launched our new project, the PAX Virtual Travel Show, 
and the response has been overwhelmingly positive.

This new and innovative product was conceived and designed with 
travel professionals in mind to allow better connectivity with suppliers 
- without the need to leave the home or office. Instead, PAX’s Virtual 
Travel Show provides a digital meeting point, bringing together 
Canada’s travel industry in a unique, online environment.

Whether you are a full-time, part-time, or home-based agent, this event 
is available to industry members across Canada, and is free of charge. 
All you need is a computer and an internet connection!

The three-day PAX Virtual Travel Show will be open around the clock from 
Oct. 14-16, 2015. The 15 conferences and training sessions scheduled 
to take place will also be available at all times.

I am personally very proud of this exciting new initiative and am looking 
forward to sharing the event – and what will undoubtedly be its very 
profitable outcome – with you all.

Of course, I could go on and on about our new project, but for now I will 
leave you to enjoy the summer edition of PAX, showcasing destinations, 
experiences and professionals from across Canada and the U.S.

We will return with another great issue in early September. Until then, be 
sure to visit PAXnews.com and PAXNewWest.com, which will continue 
to be the first in bringing you the latest in travel trade news.

As always, I invite you to write to me with your questions, comments 
and opinions, and I thank you for your support.

Have a wonderful summer.

Marie-Klaude Gagnon
Publisher

marie@logimonde.com
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I'm moments away from going off the grid for two straight weeks - 14 days 

of unadulterated bliss, half of which I’ll spend travelling and the rest just 

hanging out in Toronto for a ‘staycation', where I intend to play tourist and 

catch up on some leisurely reading. 

It's that time of year for many of us to clock out for an extended period of 

time, offering an opportunity to recharge - an important task that should 

not go overlooked or unused. 

Among the many benefits, scientists say that taking a break from work 

reduces stress, stimulates creative thinking and improves emotional stability 

– each of which help make us better people on a personal level and also 

contribute to greater professional success. It's somewhat ironic when you 

think about it – we often don't take time off because we worry about our 

work, but then our work suffers because we don't take time off.

With that, I'm taking some advice from Disney's Marlie Morrison, who tells 

her team in this issue’s cover story: "Come to work, work hard, work smart, 

and get out. Have a life."

Of course, I’d be remiss if I didn’t suggest that this issue of PAX magazine 

will make for great entertainment while you’re lazing by the pool or flying 

to an exotic destination for your own summer holidays.

We are proudly showcasing people and tourism product throughout 

Canada and the U.S., such as Rocky Mountaineer (pg. 9) and the new 

Delta Toronto (pg. 33) north of the border, and experiences in Hawaii  

(pg. 19) and California (pg. 53) south of the border. You will also find profiles 

on leaders in Canadian tourism, representing destinations and organizations 

from coast to coast to coast.

And so, I invite you to enjoy this issue of PAX with your hair down and your 

feet up. We'll be back with another great issue in September.

Happy summer, and happy reading.

Terrilyn Kunopaski
Editorial Director

terrilyn@logimonde.com





A s the daughter of an Australian 

travel industry veteran, Karen 

Hardie knew Rocky Mountaineer 

long before the company was issuing 

her paycheck.

It's a household name in her home 

country, after all, and having worked 

as a travel agent for her father's business 

before ascending the ranks of the travel 

world, Hardie has always seen it as an 

iconic, aspirational product.

Fast-forward a number of years and 

executive positions later, Hardie has been 

with Rocky since 2011 and is presently 

vice-president of global sales, based in 

Vancouver, B.C. 

setting the stakes

Text: Terrilyn Kunopaski // Photography: Anna Beaudry



//  //
The Rocky Mountaineer departs on the 

inaugural trip.

//  //
Named one of the World’s 20 Best  

Rail Experiences by The International 

Railway Travelers magazine (same honour  

in 1998).

//  //
Rocky Mountaineer GoldLeaf Service  

is launched.

//  //
Sets the record for longest passenger train 

in Canadian history (37 cars).

//  //

Sets new record for longest passenger train 

in Canadian history (41 cars).

//  //
Welcomes 500,000th guest.
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Now marking 25 years in operation, 

Rocky Mountaineer has grown to  

be the largest privately-owned  

luxury tourism train company in the 

world. 

For Hardie, a key element to its  

success is a sincere interest in guest 

feedback, which is constantly 

influencing change and evolution for 

the brand. 

"It's our stated purpose to be the 

creators of life-changing experiences, 

which is quite a lofty goal; we're very 

serious about it," Hardie says. "The first 

step to doing that is to talk to guests 

and make sure what they experienced 

was in line with what they thought they 

were going to experience... It's a really 

critical finger on the pulse."

As one example, when surveying 

RedLeaf passengers years ago, the 

company found that there was a 

demand for larger windows and 

different meal choices for which 

people would be willing to pay. This 

led to the birth of SilverLeaf Service in 

2012, a happy medium between the 

basic RedLeaf option and its upscale 

GoldLeaf experience.

Thanks to an increase in demand for this 

higher level of service, another major 

change is on the horizon as the RedLeaf 

product, which has existed since Rocky 

Mountaineer's inaugural trip in 1990, will 

be retired at the end of the 2015 season. 

"While we've been learning and growing, 

the demand continues to strengthen 

around our GoldLeaf product," Hardie 

explains. "As we're evolving SilverLeaf 

now, we've been working with our trade 

partners to better understand what 

the SilverLeaf product is and what the 

SilverLeaf guest looks like. The RedLeaf 

Service – while a good, classic rail 

experience – doesn't really align with the 

global iconic brand we believe Rocky 

Mountaineer to be."

With that in mind, efforts have been 

invested in enhancing the classes 

of service that are easily the bread 

and butter for the brand, such as 

more personalized food service and 

expanded beverage inclusions for 

SilverLeaf travellers, as well as the 

adaptation of new technology for 

GoldLeaf cars, currently undergoing 

their own transformation to include 

heated, custom–designed reclining 

leather seats with lumbar support and 

espresso machines in the redesigned 

galleys.

"For me, it's just a demonstration that 

we have a phenomenal product that 

people love but we're not just sitting 

back and saying, 'The GoldLeaf is fine, 

we'll leave it as it is,'" Hardie says. "It's 

part of this eternal evaluation and 

innovation, constantly looking for ways 

to make it better."

Aside from the onboard product, 

Rocky Mountaineer has also adapted 

its itineraries to suit the demands of 

travellers, 75 per cent of whom were 

indicating a desire for more days 

onboard the train. As such, options such 

as Coastal Passage (a route between 

Vancouver and Seattle) can be added 

to any of the two-day rail routes, or 

guests can opt for Circle Journeys; for 

instance the new nine-night, 10-day 

Rockies and Vancouver Island Circle.

How exactly does the company get 

this all-important information from 

passengers?

While onboard, travellers are asked if 

they would like to participate in the 

guest feedback process and if so, they  



//  //
Featured on BBC Television, 50 Things To Do 

Before You Die.

//  //
Wins World’s Leading Travel Experience  

by Train at 2005 World Travel Awards (earns 

the same honour in 06, 07, 09, 10 & 11). 

Named as One of the Great Train Rides in 

the World by Outside magazine. Named 

one of The World’s Top 25 Trains by The 

Society of International Railway Travelers 

(earns the same honour in 06, 07, 08 & 09).

//  //
Launches two new routes: Whistler Sea 

to Sky Climb (Vancouver to Whistler) and 

Rainforest to Gold Rush (Whistler to Jasper).

//  //
Wins Tourism British Columbia’s Foresight 

Sustainability Award for leadership and 

advocacy of sustainable tourism. Named 

one of World’s Greatest Trips by National 

Geographic.

//  //
Welcomes aboard one millionth guest.

//  //
ABC’s hit reality TV series, The Bachelorette, 

showcases the Rocky Mountaineer on a 

four-day journey.

//  //
Launches its iconic brand with a  

completely new look, from the logo and 

website to route names and new paint job 

for the rail cars.
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Receives Marketer of the Year Award 

from the B.C. Chapter of the American 

Marketing Association and British 

Columbia’s Tourism Award for Best Tourism 

Marketing Campaign.

Ranks fifth on Reader’s Digest’s list of  

“World’s 10 Best Train Journeys.”

//  //
Launches SilverLeaf Service on the First 

Passage to the West route. 

//  //
Launches new Coastal Passage route, 

connecting Seattle, Washington and 

Vancouver, B.C. to the Canadian Rockies. 

Adds SilverLeaf Service to Journey through 

the Clouds route.

New destination, Lake Louise, A.B.  

is offered on First Passage to the West 

route. New annual corporate giving 

program, Life Changing Train for  

Heroes is launched. 

//  //
SilverLeaf Service is offered on three routes: 

First Passage to the West, Journey through 

the Clouds and Coastal Passage.

//  //
Rocky Mountaineer celebrates its 25th 

anniversary.
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receive an e-mail with a lengthy survey 

shortly after returning home. 

From there, a Guest Experience Design 

Committee at Rocky Mountaineer, 

comprised of key stakeholders from 

different areas of the company, review 

and discuss the feedback to determine 

strengths and areas of improvement.

The information has also established 

helpful selling points for the company 

to share with travel trade partners, 

painting a clear profile for the Rocky 

Mountaineer passenger. 

Guests are typically travelling in pairs, 

ranging from age 55 to 75 (skewing 

more mature when looking at domestic 

travellers specifically). They are usually 

retired or semi-retired with "the time, 

money and inclination to travel," 

Hardie says. 

Data has also indicated that Rocky 

Mountaineer travellers match the same 

profile as Alaskan cruisers and river 

cruisers, so travel consultants know who 

to target when selling the product. 

Further opportunity arises when upon 

their return, guests recommend the 

experience to 15 other couples, on 

average, which equals strong potential 

for referral bookings.

"Ultimately, there is no greater 

endorsement than someone telling 

someone else about their experience," 

Hardie says, noting that they have 

industry- leading net promoter  

scores (NPS), which is a metric 

used to measure "the likelihood to 

recommend."

The number of Canadians travelling 

with Rocky Mountaineer has grown 

double-digit year-over-year and the 

company is continually adding focus 

to the domestic market, though 

international visitors – such as the 

Aussies – have historically made-up 

the bulk of passenger volume.

As far as Hardie is concerned, that’s 

the way it ought to be.

"For Canada to have this global 

iconic brand in its backyard  

and to have people travelling 

oceans and continents just to have 

this authentic Canadian experience, 

shouldn't every Canadian have  

that?” 
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technology

A new web service is offering small to mid-size 
suppliers the chance to connect with passengers 
more personally & efficiently

Terrilyn Kunopaski

W hen Mark Lesiw sits down with PAX in early June, he has just 

returned from the Adventure Travel Trade Association's North 

American conference, ELEVATE.

He's buzzing with excitement as he recounts two main topics of discussion 

throughout the event – leveraging technology and personalized service 

– because it means that the travel industry, at least in this particular 

segment, is realizing a need that he is ready and able to fulfill.

Lesiw is the brain behind Bundle Manager, a new web service for suppliers 

to keep groups organized and informed before, during and after a trip, 

tour or activity. 

Acknowledging that big players in the travel market have already 

developed apps in-house, Lesiw says the technology is meant to appeal   
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to smaller organizations that don't have the resources to create their 

own platform. As such, Bundle is bringing together in-demand, intuitive 

elements to appeal to the needs of the host and the client, which can be 

customized to cater to the different demands of various clientele without 

the price of home-grown services.

The idea, as the name suggests, is to offer suppliers the ability to "bundle" 

all pertinent information together in one place, so clients have easy 

access to all content and updates without being inundated by e-mails. 

Instead, Bundle is an aggregator, delivering the right information to the 

right people at the right time, updating as required and personalizing 

content to appeal to various destinations and demographics.

"From the time the trip is booked to the time a traveller leaves, there could 

be a one-week to six-month window, and a time when you're not engaging 

with your client," Lesiw says. "But there's a period in there when you can 

build excitement, you can help prepare them and you can lower anxiety."

That's where Bundle comes in, at least to start.

The service is accessible across all web platforms and devices,  

and no downloading is required – travellers can access their "bundle" 

through a web link that they receive via e-mail following their booking.

From there, a number of features aid in the communication and sharing 

process between the host and hosted:

- Schedule: Add a schedule activity by activity, or import it from  

another system. 

- Content: Skip printing and postage costs that come with the 

traditional way of doing things, keeping information easily accessible 

and in one place. Import key background notes, packing lists, 

emergency contacts, maps and activity details.

- Announcements: Pre-schedule important announcements, like  

terms to accept when a participant first opens their bundle, or a "thank 

you" message that will go live soon after an activity ends. 

- Virtual introductions: Participants have the option to write  

a short bio and connect with fellow travellers leading up to  

departure.

- Message board: Groups share questions, memories, photos and  

feedback with a supplier and their fellow travellers.

- Surveys: Ask participants to rate portions of a trip or activity as they  

go, constantly collecting guest feedback.

- Updates: Send updates throughout the trip, advising on change of  

plans or activity briefs, which travellers will see when they check their 

phone each morning.

When envisioning the business a year from now, Lesiw hopes to be  

working with up to 60 small to mid-size companies. Ultimately, the 

goal is for travellers to be asking if certain tour operators "bundle" their  

trips before booking, because of the convenience and engagement 

it offers.

Who's it good for?

"Anyone who values communication, transparency and great 

experiences," Lesiw says.

Suppliers, from tour operators to travel agents to tourism  

boards, can use the trip for existing itineraries, FAM trips or FIT  

programs. 

For more information, visit bundlemanager.com. 



/noun/

a collection of things, or a quantity of material, tied or 

wrapped up together, i.e. Bundle Manager

/verb/

tie or roll up (a number of things) together as though into a 

parcel, in this case, trip details

1. Ensure all participants have access to the latest and most 

up-to-date schedule

2. Automate reminders for key activities

3. Keep track of who is reading your messages

4. Enable conversation and sharing among users

countries Bundle used in

groups which have 
used Bundle

participants who 
have used Bundle
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A feast for the senses
For a luxury getaway your taste buds will love, opt for the Azul Fives,  
a Gourmet Inclusive® Hotel by Karisma in Playa del Carmen, Mexico. In 
addition to the unforgettable culinary experience, this upscale resort is  
proud to present its new Essence Section, featuring 64 contemporary  
one-, two- and three-bedroom Essence Suites, including Swim-Up Suites  
and Sky Suites with private rooftops. Also new is The Fives Plaza, where  
guests can enjoy outdoor dining and premium bars.

Visit transatholidays.com



Christina Newberry

experience



W hen I wake before 5 a.m., I tell myself it’s jetlag. When 

I can’t go back to sleep, I tell myself I’m just keen to 

catch the first rays of light as they hit Makana Mountain 

on Kauai’s north shore. But that’s just what I’m telling myself. 

The truth is, I’m thinking about Charlie. 

Charlie and I met at summer camp. We had some things in 

common – for one, we were both pretty scrappy and since we 

were the smallest in our respective groups, we were forced to work 

together more than once. But from the very first day, it was clear 

we were never going to be friends. By the end of our relationship, 

Charlie had caused me plenty of frustration and tears. 

Here’s the thing about Charlie: he was a horse. 

Charlie liked my attitude about as much as I liked his. We fought 

constantly, so I was already pretty frustrated when he finally  

threw me off his back. When I hit the ground hard, I was  

scared and angry, and I never wanted to ride a horse – any 

horse – again. 

Now, 25 years later, it’s time to get back in the saddle. As I 

approach Kauai’s Princeville Ranch Adventures – where I’m 

about to e ku paniolo or “cowboy up” – Charlie is still firmly on 

my mind, and I try to settle my nerves; a nervous rider makes for a 

nervous horse, and that’s the last thing I need. I put on my game 

face and stroll across the pasture to the picnic table where my 

companions and I meet our guide, Vance Borden, and equine 

manager Eileen Donohue, who will accompany us on our half-

day waterfall picnic ride. 

As we settle in for a quick horsemanship lesson, Donohue offers 

a round of her home-made iced tea and a clipped branch 

covered in fresh lychees. I’ve never actually seen a lychee  

that didn’t come in a can and the momentary distraction is 

just what I need. Soon, Borden is giving us a safety lesson and 

explaining the basics of riding: Hold the reins like this. Here’s how 

to turn. 

The horse he uses to demonstrate moves slowly, and Borden 

jokes that its batteries are running low. I think that horse looks like 

it’s just my speed. 

“Anyone nervous?” he asks. I sheepishly raise my hand but I’m 

sitting in the back and I don’t think anyone sees. Regardless,  
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my companions all know how I feel; I talk too much when I’m 

nervous, and I’ve been talking about Charlie all morning. 

Someone asks the names of the horses and my ears pick up when 

I hear there’s one named Blueberry. I instantly want to ride him. 

Newberry on Blueberry. How perfect would that be?

But it turns out I’m assigned to Keoke – the "low-batteries" horse 

from the demonstration. While I like his speed, this horse seems 

huge – I’m sure I’ll make a fool of myself as I try to get on. Still, I do 

as I’m told: I put one foot in the stirrup, swing the other over and 

just like that, I’m in the saddle. This is it. I’m riding a horse. 

Keoke is undeniably beautiful. He’s rich brown, with a darker 

mane. “The only thing about this guy,” Borden says, “is he likes to 

put his head down and eat the grass. You can’t let him do that.” 

Great, I think. Another problem horse! How am I going to keep 

him in line?

It turns out I don’t have to – he never puts his head down. Not 

once. And while he starts the ride with an ongoing series of snorts 

that jangles my nerves, it turns out he just has allergies. I feel like 

we’re gelling pretty well. I ask about Keoke’s name, and I learn 

it’s the Hawaiian form of George. Okay, I think. Big George and 

I are going to get along just fine. 

And we do, too. We stroll through a working cattle pasture, 

mountains on one side, ocean on the other. While the Princeville 

Ranch that gives the name to Princeville Ranch Adventures is 

clearly a tourist destination, offering ziplines and off-road ATV 

adventures in addition to horse tours, it’s also one of the oldest 

working cattle ranches in Hawaii, established more than 180 

years ago. 

The Carswell family, which has operated the stables at Princeville 

Ranch since 1978, has deep ties to this place. Their great uncle 

A.S. Wilcox owned the property from the 1890s to the late 1910s. 

Princeville Ranch Adventures is still a family-run operation, receiving 

the 2012 Kauai Family-owned Business of the Year award from the 

U.S. Small Business Administration.

Donohue has worked at the ranch for 20 years, and she is clearly 

passionate about the land and the animals it sustains. She explains 

that its 300 head of cattle graze on the fields we’re riding through, 

moving from pasture to pasture throughout the year. Sure enough, 

we walk our horses past two of the cattle out grazing – stragglers 

left behind from the herd. 

In the open field, we let the horses spread out, but soon we 

approach a curving downward trail and we have to put them 

into single file. I’m stunned when Keoke goes exactly where I tell 

him, falling politely in line and obeying my instructions to maintain 

the appropriate distance. 

“Don’t panic if your horse stumbles,” Donohue says to the group. 

“They know what they’re doing and they don’t want to fall any 

more than you want them to.”

An hour ago this would have terrified me. But I realize in this 

moment that I trust Keoke completely. He does stumble a little, 

but he doesn’t seem worried, and just as Charlie’s bad attitude 

rubbed off on me (or mine on him), Keoke’s gentle confidence 

fills me with a sense of calm. 



After about 40 minutes of riding, we reach a clearing where we 

dismount. The horses will wait here while we explore some steeper 

trails on foot. We climb straight up a set of stairs cut into the trail – a 

“Hawaiian Stairmaster,” Donohue says – and then straight down. 

This is serious business – there are ropes to hang onto, and I have 

to take some steps sideways. The views over a rainforest valley 

are breathtaking, and it’s clear why so many movies are filmed 

in Kauai’s vast undeveloped countryside. Soon, we emerge 

from the forest and we’ve arrived at Kalihiwai Falls – a name that 

quite appropriately translates to “water on the edge.” It’s a still, 

blue rock-lined pool with an impressive 25-metre waterfall. After 

snapping a few photos, we’re all keen to jump in. 

As we swim in the bracing waters, Donohue and Borden prepare 

our picnic, which summons the chickens. Kauai has a thriving 

chicken population, descended from escaped domestic chickens 

that flew their broken coops in the wreckage of Hurricane Iniki in 

1992. While some view them as a nuisance, they have become 

part of the island’s character, and the truth is they are surprisingly 

beautiful birds. 

Our bellies full, we’re off again, this time decked out in light climbing 

gear and carabiners. That’s because we’re about to walk across 

a waterfall and climb a three-metre rock wall. Clipping on the 

safety lines, everyone makes it without stumbling or getting wet, 

and soon we’re back to the horses. I’m actually glad to see Keoke, 

standing there composed and waiting. This time, I’m confident as 

I mount the saddle and we’re back on our way. I find my posture 

is different, more relaxed, and my hips and ankles are loose and 

able to move with Keoke as he walks. I can suddenly see why 

people are so passionate about these beautiful creatures. 

When we get back to the ranchhouse, we snap a few photos 

with our horses and it’s time to call it a day. I’m surprised to find 

myself wishing it could have lasted longer. 

I’m finally over Charlie. Keoke has stolen my heart. 

This experience was provided to PAX courtesy of the Kauai Visitors Bureau 

and Princeville Ranch Adventures. 
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pax people

Blake Wolfe

They hail from every corner of our vast country, 
promoting Canada’s wide range of tourism offerings 
to travellers both home and abroad.

The faces of Canada’s travel industry represent a host 
of destinations and markets as diverse as the land 
itself, united in showcasing the attractions available 
in our own backyard.

PAX sits down with five frontrunners in Canadian 
tourism as they discuss the business of inviting the 
world to come and stay.
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Since joining the Tourism Industry Association of Canada 

this past March, Charlotte Bell has hit the ground running 

with her first foray into the world of travel.

Spending more than 20 years in broadcasting, Bell’s  

career path has weaved between the public and private 

sectors, taking her from a role with the Canadian Radio-

television & Telecommunications Commission (CRTC)  

to becoming the head of regulatory and government 

relations for Canwest Communications and Shaw  

Media. 

While tourism is a new market for Bell, her experience 

in the broadcasting industry has taught her that in 

order to be heard, one must have a strong argument  

while building and maintaining credibility with industry  

influencers.

“As I travel the country, I am learning first-hand how policy 

obstacles can impact industry and the difficulties faced by  

many entrepreneurs seeking the human and financial 

resources to be competitive,” she says. “TIAC already has 

a solid reputation as leader of Canada’s tourism sector  

with Ottawa decision-makers. I intend on continuing to  

build upon TIAC’s existing presence and standing in  

Ottawa.”

With Canadian tourism generating $88 billion in economic 

activity in 2014, marketing Canada as a travel destination 

is not a “hard sell,” Bell says, given the country’s diversity 

and natural beauty. 

And while selling the destination may not prove difficult, other 

challenges have recently arisen.

For example, Canadian tourism employs more than 620,000 

people but recent changes to the Temporary Foreign Workers 

program have created seasonal staff shortages in many 

regions, felt strongly during the busy summer tourism season.

Over the last decade, Canada has also seen a drop in U.S. 

travellers, due to a range of factors from 9/11 and SARS to 

the global recession of 2008. However, Bell says there are 

brighter days ahead. With the announcement of the recent 

Connecting America program (which will see $30 million 

invested in drawing U.S. travellers north over three years) 

and a stronger economy south of the border, she believes 

the time is right to reinvigorate tourism from Canada’s top 

inbound market.

And although Bell has only just arrived, she has big plans for 

increasing Canada’s competitiveness as a tourism destination 

on the global stage. Key measures include supporting ongoing 

marketing efforts from Destination Canada and reducing 

barriers to visitation for international visitors, including the 

cost of landing taxes for air travellers and easing travel 

documentation requirements such as those related to visas.

“Travel is all about the experience and that doesn’t begin 

when travellers check into their hotels – it starts the moment 

they leave home,” Bell says. “Everything we can do to make 

Canadian travel a memorable and positive experience can 

only enhance Canada’s reputation as a top destination.”
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Like the city he promotes, Tourism Montreal president & CEO 

Yves Lalumière has seen plenty of change over the years.

Lalumière got his start in travel by handling corporate 

accounts with American Express, a position he held for 20 

years before making the jump to Transat, where he spent 

six years as president of Transat Distribution Canada. It was 

in 2013 that Lalumière joined Tourism Montreal, with plans to 

make sweeping changes in how the city is perceived and 

promoted as a tourist destination.

Among the biggest shifts at Tourism Montreal has been an 

emphasis on sales and marketing skills within the organization, 

along with a drive to combine those competencies to better 

sell the destination, he explains.

“I left to come here because of the challenge,” Lalumière 

recalls. “Montreal has been dormant for the last 10 to 15 

years and I wanted to be part of the crew that was going to 

change things – and things are now changing quite a bit.”

The task of promoting a destination hasn’t been as much of 

a departure from his days at Transat as one might expect, 

Lalumière says, comparing the organization’s 800 members to 

franchisees working together for a collective outcome, along 

with the need to spend and market strategically. 

With a major focus on the 25-35 age range, the city’s 

renowned nightlife remains a key tourist draw along with a 

strong schedule of annual events, from the long-running Just 

For Laughs to the more-recent Osheaga music festival, all of it 

supported by what he describes as a “brain-sexy” population, 

consisting of equal parts warmth, creativity and sophistication. 

The message is clearly working – according to Lalumière, 

a recent focus group in Toronto described Montreal as  

“a sophisticated lady, yet a rebel who does things very 

differently.”

While dwindling government resources for destination 

marketing have provided a challenge for Tourism Montreal in 

recent years, Lalumière says those funds are slowly returning, as 

with the recently-announced Connecting America program. 

Lalumière says he also hopes to see a shift in promotion tactics, 

from selling the traditional image of a rugged, unspoiled 

wilderness to a more chic urban product.

“We sell our nature – we’ve got ‘big, wild Canada’ – but 

tourism is becoming a lot more urban than it was and will 

continue that way for many years,” he says. “We need to 

react to that and adapt our marketing accordingly. People 

will stay and spend more in cities.”

And with Montreal marking its 375th birthday in 2017 alongside 

Canada’s 150th, tourists can expect the developments to 

continue.

“In the next two years, Montreal is going to change a lot – 

we have so many projects for that year as one of the oldest 

cities in North America,” he says. “We’ve just begun. There 

are plenty of things we have yet to do to make this one of 

the best cities in the world.” 
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For Andrea Peddle, a career with Newfoundland & Labrador 

Tourism has always been about promoting home.

Serving as the organization’s director of marketing since 

2012, Peddle has made it her mission to show both fellow 

Canadians and travellers from around the world what the 

rugged province has to offer. Following a brief stint at an 

advertising agency after graduation, Peddle worked her 

way up through the ranks of the tourism board, taking on 

various management positions in marketing, advertising and 

communications before her current role. Through it all, her 

desire to bring Newfoundland & Labrador to the world has 

been remained constant.

“I love my home and I’ve had many opportunities to go 

elsewhere but I choose to stay here and share what makes 

this place so special with others,” Peddle says.

The province’s award-winning ‘Find Yourself’ tourism 

campaign, which debuted in 2006 and continues across 

multiple platforms, has taken the focus off product and 

instead placed it on the essence of the destination, from the 

East Coast hospitality and historic features to the uniqueness 

of the landscape itself, Peddle explains.

“We decided to talk about what Newfoundland and Labrador 

is and its sense of place, as opposed to, ‘Come here! We’ve 

got this boat tour and that hotel!’” 

Newfoundland & Labrador’s  distance – both perceived and 

actual – from other parts of Canada is one of the unique 

aspects that has served as both a challenge and opportunity. 

While Peddle acknowledges that parts of the province, such 

as Cape Spear National Historic Site, are closer to Ireland 

than locations in Ontario, it only serves to bolster the allure 

of North America’s most easterly point.

Based on the numbers, that draw is most strong among 

Canadian travellers, with Ontario accounting for 41 per cent 

of Newfoundland & Labrador’s inbound tourism market, 

followed by the Maritime provinces at 17 per cent and the 

rest of the country contributing another 19 per cent to that 

total. Outside of Canada, the U.S. accounts for 13 per cent 

while another five per cent are overseas travellers, largely 

from the U.K. and German markets where Newfoundland & 

Labrador travel is being heavily advertised.

Although promoting the province is all about conveying that 

sense of home, Peddle says the approach varies somewhat 

between markets; while the board tries to build on the pre-

conceived notions and feelings of Newfoundland & Labrador 

held by Canadian tourists, those coming from outside of the 

country are often told about its unique features, including the 

29,000 km of coastline and its three UNESCO World Heritage 

Sites.

“Here we have a saying: ‘There’s no such thing as an 

accidental tourist to Newfoundland and Labrador,’” Peddle 

explains. “It takes determined effort and planning to visit here. 

You come because you’re curious and there’s some unique 

things about the people, the place and the culture here. 

We’re at the end of the earth and that’s kind of a good thing.”
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While the positive economic impact of a healthy tourism 

industry is unquestionable in any market or destination, Keith 

Henry of Aboriginal Tourism BC says that there are plenty 

of non-monetary benefits to be gained for Canada’s First 

Nations.

For Henry, a career in travel came about after serving in 

administrative roles with several First Nation organizations after 

graduating from university in 1995. A member of the Metis 

Nation, Henry’s work brought him from his home province 

of Saskatchewan to Vancouver, where he joined Aboriginal 

Tourism BC as CEO in 2008. Upon entering the tourism industry, 

Henry says that the cultural benefits quickly became apparent.

“It wasn’t until I came into tourism that I realized how 

powerful Aboriginal tourism could be in supporting some of 

the challenges that we’re having,” Henry recalls. “It’s fair to 

say that it’s been a learning process, because tourism may 

be seen as having such a high economic return in a short 

period, but people are beginning to realize how important 

the cultural revitalization is in supporting the community, 

beyond economics.”

A five-year plan developed by Aboriginal Tourism BC in 2011 

is currently focusing on key issues including market readiness, 

online marketing and regional approaches.

“In B.C., we’re very proud of how we built our industry and 

it’s become a significant economic player in tourism in the 

province for our communities. It’s quite overwhelming the 

amount of attention we’re getting currently.”

Henry says that 2015 has been a defining year for Aboriginal 

tourism, marked by the consolidation of the industry under the 

umbrella of the Aboriginal Tourism Association of Canada, a 

national non-profit organization in which Henry serves as chair, 

representing more than 20 tourist boards across the country.

A strong presence at this year’s Rendez-vous Canada tourism 

marketplace marked the culmination of a strategic plan to bring 

the market into the Canadian travel spotlight, he says.

“It’s come to forefront because we, as the Aboriginal tourism 

industry, have become more organized, developing more market-

ready products,” Henry says. “We have a lot more to offer than 

ever before, which can effectively work with the travel industry. 

We weren’t in this position seven years ago when I started.” 

The cultural aspects of Aboriginal tourism, as opposed to any 

financial benefits, also drive negotiations with the larger travel 

industry or government; while he’s led several senior-level 

negotiations throughout his career, Henry says the discussions 

carried out on behalf of Aboriginal Tourism BC have been the 

most rewarding.

“It’s about a combination of cultural revitalization, social licence, 

finding ways to partner with the larger tourism industry and making 

sure that the visitors – whether they’re in Eastern or Western or 

Northern Canada – have the opportunity to experience the true 

history of this country,” he says. “It’s a very important undertaking 

and it’s about being authentic and not profit-driven – it’s about 

that sense of supporting communities in new ways that haven’t 

traditionally been thought of by tourism before.” 
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Given the country’s culture of acceptance, it should come 

as no surprise that Canada is among the top destinations 

within the LGBT tourism market – a status which Travel Gay 

Canada President Colin Sines hopes to see elevated even 

further in the coming years.

A member of the hotel industry for 47 years, Sines got his 

start as an elevator operator in Vancouver, moving up to the 

front desk and then eventually on to sales and marketing, 

paving the way to his current role as president of TGC. 

In addition to hospitality, Sines also worked with a British 

cruise and tour company operating in the Mediterranean 

and Caribbean.

Sines joined TGC as the organization was branching out from 

the Canadian Gay and Lesbian Chamber of Commerce, 

where it served as the Chamber’s travel division.

“The travel division took off so rapidly that they had to break 

it away from the Chamber,” Sines recalls.

Despite a niche market status, he estimates the Canadian 

LGBT travel segment commands approximately $8.5 billion 

annually, with 48 per cent of Canada’s LGBT travellers 

spending their money within the country, versus 24 per 

cent visiting overseas destinations and another 23 per cent 

heading to the U.S. 

For Sines, the large amount spent on domestic travel speaks 

volumes to Canada’s overall attitude toward the LGBT 

community. 

“I think that there’s so many different and  

unique destinations in Canada and the market is wanting 

to experience this country,” he says. “We’re one of  

the first countries to really embrace the LGBT community 

– the first same-sex marriages, pensions, things like that.  

We’re a very safe country and here, people have the  

ability to be able to go to any destination and feel  

secure."

While this leader says that Toronto, Montreal and  

Vancouver remain Canada’s top cities for LGBT tourism, 

smaller or specialty destinations are starting to see 

increased numbers of experienced travellers (particularly in  

the 25-55 age range, which makes up approximately  

62 per cent of the LGBT market) seeking out new places 

to vacation, from Ontario’s Muskoka cottage country to 

the Yukon. 

Marketing to LGBT travellers is a matter of making a 

committed approach toward inclusion, Sines says,  

dispelling notions that the market requires any sort of special 

treatment. 

“You don’t have to build anything new, you just  

have to make LGBT travellers feel welcome,” he goes  

on, explaining it’s as simple as featuring photos of gay or 

lesbian couples in a brochure. 

“The market wants to be accepted and respected, just to 

be treated like anyone else. That’s what we, as gay people, 

have always wanted.”
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Although she’s only been with Banff Lake Louise Tourism 

since January, president & CEO Leslie Bruce’s connection 

with the destination goes much deeper.

Originally from Ontario, Bruce says she fell in love with 

the idyllic resort town after she and her husband moved 

to Calgary from Toronto for a year in 1998 and ended 

up spending most of their weekends in the mountain 

community. 

“We must have come to Banff 49 or 50 times that year,” 

Bruce recalls. “The place is so incredibly powerful and 

attractive, and it’s where we wanted to spend our free 

time. It has a pretty important place in my heart. I’m an 

adventurer and like to challenge myself both professionally 

and personally. For me, that idea of growth and exploration 

is at the core of who I am.”

A job with Butterfield and Robinson leading bike  

tours in France was Bruce’s first taste of the travel industry, 

a position she says was both a way to pay for university 

and an excuse to see the world. While she ventured  

outside the trade to sectors such as manufacturing software 

and accounting, honing her marketing and sales skills, Bruce 

eventually returned to tourism, taking on roles at Quark 

Expeditions and Spafinder Wellness 365. 

Now responsible for the promotion of one of Canada’s  

most popular destinations, Bruce maintains that the  

resort town has no trouble embracing its role in the world 

of travel.

With tourism as its main industry, Bruce says that life  

and business – and the community as a whole – are very 

intertwined in Banff, a scenario which allows for its own 

unique advantages and challenges.

“Everyone in town is involved in tourism and in some  

ways, it’s a gift,” she says. “We don’t have the same 

concerns as our counterparts in other areas of the country 

have, working with politicians and government to try and 

highlight the importance of tourism. Our town gets it.  

When there are challenges in the travel industry, we all  

feel it, but there’s that element of us all being in it  

together.”

Whether tourists are fellow Canadians visiting one of their 

home country’s iconic destinations, or from one of Banff’s 

top international markets (namely the U.S., U.K., Australia, 

Germany, China and Japan), Bruce says it all comes  

down to putting experience first and listening to the 

travellers.

“The most important thing for me is understanding the 

consumer experience; it really strengthens our relationship 

with tourists as well as trade,” Bruce says. “We’re more 

powerful as a whole and at the end of the day, it’s that 

consumer’s curiosity and interest that’s going to drive the 

entire thing. 

The more we can invest in that experience, the more it’s 

a win-win-win situation – for the consumer, the destination 

and the distribution channel." 
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But at the Delta Toronto – the flagship 

brand standard for the company's  

growing portfolio of hotels and resorts 

across the country – Canadiana has 

somehow become cool.

Just opened in November 2014, the 

Delta Toronto perfectly embodies the 

hip, chic vibe of Toronto's SOCO (South 

Core) neighbourhood in which it is 

located, while stylishly displaying the 

Canadian roots this brand is so well 

known for, through various art pieces 

that reflect themes such as energy and 

geography, urban and rural dualities, 

light and transparency heritage and 

home, geography and sport.

The first piece of Canadiana you'll 

come across – though not conforming 

to traditional perceptions of the word – 

is a stunning mural in the lobby created 

by artist Aleksandra Rdest entitlted Brise 

Soleil; a hand-drawn skyline set in vivid 

colours that creates a glowing spectacle 

reflecting the diversity of the city and its 

rich art scene.

On the opposite wall, you'll see a 

stairwell mural inspired by the vastness 

of Canada's landscapes, offering a visual 

interpretation of a cross-country journey 

created by Adrian Forrow.

Everywhere you look, it seems, there's 

a unique twist to aspects of our home 

and native land that portray a country 

with rich history, diverse people and 

fascinating culture. While it's only steps 

away from tourism hotspots such as 

the Hockey Hall of Fame, the Rogers 

Centre and the CN Tower, the hotel is 

an attraction in itself.
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Whisky drinker? Stop on by Char No.5,  

an exclusive whisky bar located in the 

lobby. If you're up for more substantial 

indulgence, the SOCO Kitchen + Bar is 

a 150-seat restaurant, which is quickly 

becoming a central meeting place for 

locals and visitors to connect and share 

a meal. Executive Chef Dan Craig’s 

menu is inspired by fresh ingredients  

cooked simply. 

  

With a modern and sleek design, the 

Delta Toronto is the first to introduce 

ModeRooms, defined as "a new kind of 

guest room for a new kind of traveller." 

With functionality, versatility, comfort 

and beauty in mind when the concept 

was created, these ModeRooms 

include a Delta Sanctuary Bed, 

philosophy personal care products, 

complimentary high speed Internet 

access, large HDTVs, a docking 

station for mobile devices and the 

SmartDesk, a work area equipped with 

connectivity options to maximize the 

use of the flat-panel TV.

  

Interactive televisions in each room 

provide information about the hotel 

and the destination. This feature also 

enables guests to remotely upload 

content from their mobile devices 

to the TV screen. In addition, a new 

mobile app was recently launched 

across Delta hotel and resort locations 

to enable guests to access a full range 

of services.

 

The Delta Toronto is the most connected 

hotel in the city, with direct access to the 

PATH, Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 

Union Station and Union Pearson Express.



up front
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T here aren’t many executives who 

are able to use the words ‘pixie 

dust’ on a daily basis, but for Marlie 

Morrison, it’s just part of the job.

Jocular and effortlessly energetic, the 

managing director, marketing & sales 

parks and resorts for The Walt Disney 

Company (Canada) is the first to say 

she has the best job, in the best industry,  

in the world.

“My father always said to me, ‘When 

you get into business, make sure you 

work for a company or brand you 

love,’” she says. “He said, ‘If you work 

for a company you don’t love or trust 

or respect, you won’t be successful.’”

The advice would ring true to Morrison 

on several occasions, beginning with her 

return from a post-grad summer in Europe, 

during which time she discovered her 

love for travel. While most of her fellow 

McMaster alumni were seeking jobs with 

Xerox or GE, Morrison knew she had a 

different calling.  

“I remember thinking, ‘If I have to sell a 

photocopier, I’m not going to do well,’” 

she recalls.

Deciding to pursue the world of travel, 

Morrison sought out a position with 

Carnival Cruise Lines, which happened 

to be looking for a salesperson at the 

time. She quickly developed a passion 

for the travel business itself as she 

climbed the ranks to sales manager, 

eventually becoming the company’s director of sales for 

Canada.

“I loved it, because travel is kind of an abstract thing to sell,” 

she says. “I had to be the brand because I didn’t have the 

thing that I was selling in front of me... I loved that it was a bit 

of a show.”

After 11 years with Carnival and with the arrival of her 

daughter, Morrison was ready for a change. She had just 

started considering other options when Disney came calling. 

“It was perfect,” she says of the timing, “because I knew that I 

wanted to move, but I only wanted to move to a company with 

a really strong brand, and a brand that I loved. It had to fit.”
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Morrison started out as the director for travel industry 

marketing and sales for Walt Disney Company Parks 

& Resorts, holding the role for six years before being 

promoted to her department’s managing director in 

2007. Now celebrating 14 years with the organization, it 

would seem Morrison has found her "glass slipper" of jobs. 

With a name that enjoys widespread popularity while 

maintaining a consistent standard for quality across a broad 

spectrum of platforms, Disney is the epitome of the "strong  

brand" this executive was seeking from the start, and its 

unique balance of exactitude and merrymaking is what 

has kept her there.

“You tell people that you work for Disney, and they’re 

always excited to hear it,” she says of the company’s status  

as a household name. “Whether it’s a favourite movie or 

they love the parks, everybody has some kind of connection 

to us.”

The Walt Disney Company has five resort destinations around 

the world, four cruise ships, a vacation ownership program 

and even a tour-focused family adventures product – as 

Morrison likes to say, “It’s big business.” And considering 

that Disney holds numerous partnerships across various 

entertainment, merchandising and travel platforms, the 

company’s dedication to protecting its legacy is key to 

ensuring its longevity.

“We’re sticklers for guidelines," Morrison admits, "but at the 

same time, you’re only as good as your brand, and I find 

our partners respect that... It lets us all make sure that the 

quality is always there.”

She is also quick to point out that Disney’s success stems from 

a genuine sense of pride felt by its workforce, the result of a 

hiring practice with a focus on people who take their role 

as "cast members" seriously. This strong level of integrity is 

one Morrison attests to when the conversation turns to her 

own team. 

"I get to work with a very talented group of people,” she 

says. "We're very collaborative and we’re always pushing 

each other. I really believe that to achieve a common goal, 

it's got to be an open environment, and people have to be 

empowered to speak their minds."

Morrison’s management style is all about building a team 

that operates without egos and allows for gut reactions to 

lead the way when laying out strategy – as well as prioritizing 

health and wellness. 

“My motto is, 'Come to work, work hard, work smart, and get 

out. Have a life,'” she says, a firm believer that if employees 

don’t enjoy what they’re doing after work, their attitude will 

carry over into office hours, thereby affecting overall quality 

of the product.

And quality is important, Morrison continues, explaining 

that her high standards ensure Disney’s Canadian guests 

are looked at differently than other markets, such as the 

U.S. and U.K.

“A lot of companies like to think that whatever they do in 

the U.S. they can also do in Canada, yield the same results 

and call it a day, but it’s just not like that,” she says. 

Morrison points to Quebec as an example, claiming that 

although studies show the residents enjoy princesses, parades 

and fireworks, they’re actually more partial to thrill rides. 

As such, the team puts a lot of focus on marketing to Canadians 

in a way that will speak to them – a practice that ties directly  

into Disney’s relationship with the travel industry, which has 

evolved over the years in terms of tools and communication,  
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while also increasing trade partnerships. The 

importance of the travel industry to Disney cannot 

be underestimated, Morrison says, due in part to the 

community’s ability to generate word of mouth and 

offer the personalized service that is imperative to a 

brand of such size. 

“Disney is a complex vacation to book, which is why 

we love the trade. They sit with the guests, they help 

them to navigate the product and they offer up what 

is best for their needs.”

Morrison claims that in a country where value-conscious 

consumers prefer to purchase all-inclusive packages  

(a departure from trends in U.S. markets), Canada’s 

tour operators, wholesalers and agents are invaluable 

to the process of selling consumers a product they can 

feel good about purchasing – a key component to 

success in her business.

“There’s so much clutter in advertising,” she says. “So 

if you can cut through that and make someone feel 

something, it will drive results. Yes, with a company this 

big, you have to deliver every year, but to get there, you 

have to think about the consumer and make sure they 

can respond to your message, or else it just becomes 

part of the clutter.”

And while that may sound like a tall order for any 

industry, let alone the ever-changing world of travel, 

it’s all in a day’s work for Morrison, who credits Disney’s 

constant innovation as a source of motivation as she 

continues to strive for success with the help of strong 

leadership, teamwork… and just a little bit of pixie dust. 
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I f those long nights of watching Martin 

Scorcese's Boardwalk Empire have 

you convinced that Atlantic City is 

home only to casinos and Prohibition era 

gangsters, think again. This seaside city has 

always had great enticements for the sun-

and-fun seeking tourist who’s not interested 

in gambling – and it still does.

Physician Jonathon Pitney caused the first 

surge in interest in Atlantic City when he 

established a facility where ailing patients 

could "take the waters." He partnered 

with a civil engineer from Philadelphia 

to promote the establishment of the 

Camden-Atlantic City Railroad and saw 

the first riders arrive in July 5, 1854. 

Soon, a railway line to Philadelphia was 

added, ships began to bring guests, a 

toll road was constructed and suddenly, 

Atlantic City became the summer 

playground of the wealthy. Descending 

for the season, they settled into the elegant 

hotels that sprang up along the shore, 

danced in grand ballrooms and rented 

both the famous ‘rolling chairs’ and the 

strong young men necessary to push them!

Atlantic City was the finest of resort towns…

except for the sand. The gritty stuff was 

tracked into swanky hotel lobbies and 

luxurious railway cars until 1870, when 

railroad conductor Alexander Boardman 

proposed a solution; it cost half the city’s 

annual revenue but the eight-foot wide 

boardwalk – precursor to the one now in 

place – quickly became the symbol of 

Atlantic City.  

Today, the four-mile centerpiece blends 

carnival games and rides with cute shops 

and a beery pub-crawl sense of fun, offset 

by the beauty of the Atlantic shoreline. 

After a stroll, jump in a jitney (the small 

shuttle buses that have replaced the rolling 

chairs), and before hitting the beach, visit 

the Steel Pier where Al Jolson sang at the 

Marine Ballroom and the Diving Horse 

during the 1920s heydays. 

Those stages lit up again in the 1950s with 

performances by Sammy Davis Jr., Dean 

Martin and Frank Sinatra and were graced 

by the glam contestants in the original 

Miss America pageants. Even the Beatles 

rocked the place in the 1960s. 

Atlantic City is again attracting big name 

performers with stars such as Lady Gaga, 

John Mellencamp, Keith Urban and 

Michael Bublé appearing in recent months. 

Plans are in place to build a giant London 

Eye-scale ferris wheel, an even grander 

ballroom and a wax museum, but for now, 

the hottest ticket is for The Mix, a heart-

stopper of a ride that whips the fearless 

out over the ocean.  

No visit is complete without a bag of  

Fralinger's Salt Water Taffy; sweet little 

waxed paper-wrapped treats that have 

been an Atlantic City delicacy for nearly 

130 years. Offset the sugar overload by 

following Dr. Pitney’s prescription and "take 

the waters" at the Revel Casino Hotel’s 

über elegant Exhale Spa. Guests can head 

for the Exhale Spa Boathouse, immerse 

themselves in the “Salt Grotto” mineral 

pool, loll in the thermal baths and saunas, 

and lie around the indoor/outdoor pool. 

Because every Atlantic City escape should 

end with a bang, the city hosts a free 3D 

Sound and Light show projected on the 

Boardwalk Hall facade each evening, on 

the half hours. 

Oh – and one final note – there are also 

more than half a dozen big, glittery Vegas-

style casinos in Atlantic City – in case 

anyone’s interested. 
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Rustic and refined, these luxury dude ranches offer city 
slickers a home away from home, where the buffalo roam...
Britney Hope

Photos courtesy of Sierra West Cabins

Nestled in the foothills of the Canadian Rockies in southwestern Alberta, Sierra West 

Cabins & Ranch Vacations is a genuine working ranch and destination for guests of 

all ages. Complete with authentic cattle drives, roping workshops and horseback 

riding, there are three cabins for guests – one of which was originally built in 1905. 

The ranch owners, real-life cowpokes Ginny and Randy Donohue, also recently 

completed ‘Cow Town,' a modern replica of a real Frontier settlement that features 

a cantina, bunkhouses and an entertainment center called the Longhorn Saloon. 
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Photos courtesy of Tanque Verde Ranch

Originally built in 1853, Tanque Verde Ranch in Southern Arizona is one of 

the U.S.’s oldest cattle ranches, and has been receiving guests since 1928. 

A southwestern-style property set amidst national forests and mountains, 

guests of Tanque Verde can enjoy activities such as mountain biking, 

sunrise trail rides, team cattle-penning and sensory treatments at the spa. 

The ranch’s Santa Fe-style haciendas, salas and casitas are built with  

traditional adobe walls, and all include desert or mountain views. 
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Photos courtesy of Triple Creek Ranch

Who ever said the cowboy life was hard? Triple Creek Ranch, located in the Bitterroot 

Mountain Range in Montana, offers authentic wilderness adventures as well as 

award-winning luxury. Accommodations include modern-style cabins with amenities 

such as fresh-baked cookies and ‘baggage wranglers.' Visitors are encouraged 

to explore everything the all-inclusive ranch has to offer, be it horseback riding, 

fly-fishing, nature safaris or panning for sapphires (yes, really). Anyone expecting 

fire-side pork and beans look elsewhere; Triple Creek’s gourmet meals consist of 

veal wonton raviolis and crayfish bisque.



Photos courtesy of Brush Creek Ranch

Where else can you find chuck wagon dinners, alpine archery, and 400 thread 

count linens in one place? Established in the late 1800s, the Brush Creek Ranch 

in Southeastern Wyoming is an inclusive luxury dude ranch that offers classic 

horseback and fly fishing excursions as well as paintball, rock climbing, yoga, 

and a Lil’ Wrangler program kids. Guests lodge in log cabins outfitted with 

cowhide leather and luxury amenities. Meals at the ranch include happy hours, 

al fresco feasts, and an Afterglow Gathering (which is luxury cowboy speak for 

‘smores around the fire). 
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 I CRIED. MY HUSBAND MATT HAD BEEN 

DRIVING OUR 17-FOOT CAMPER FOR ALL OF 15 MINUTES, AND GIVEN THAT WE 

HAD CHOSEN TO START OUR ROAD TRIP ALONG CALIFORNIA’S PACIFIC COAST 

HIGHWAY (PCH) RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF RUSH HOUR, HE WAS UNDERSTANDABLY  

A LITTLE JUMPY.

Cars behind us honked in protest as 

Matt veered onto the shoulder, gravel 

crunching beneath our tires as we 

came to a sloppy halt just shy of the 

partition – the only thing stopping us 

from a jagged drop into the ocean 

below. 

“What’s wrong?” he asked, whipping 

his head around to find the reason for 

my outburst.

“Wait one second,” I replied, 

grabbing my camera and jumping 

out of the passenger seat, ignoring  

the exaggerated groan that followed. 

It was the first day of our honeymoon 

road trip and we had just emerged 

from downtown San Francisco into 

Pacifica. Before my eyes was a seaside 

scene that I desperately wanted to 

capture.

Six months of planning had led to this, 

during which time suggestions by friends 

and family that we opt instead for a 

comfortable, all-inclusive resort had fallen 

upon deaf ears. Being city-dwellers, we 

don’t own a car, but we love to drive, so 

the idea of road tripping the PCH, with its 

198 kilometres of twisty cliff-side roadways, 

oceanic views and all-American roadside 

diners appealed to us both. The seven-

night itinerary taking us from San Francisco 

into Los Angeles had officially begun.

And while my hastily-captured photo 

wasn’t great (it always looks better in my 

head), the moment was just the first of 

many, many more. 

DAY 1
Fly into SFO. Decide to be brave and 

take the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) 

downtown. Drop our bags and head 

to the Embarcadero to catch a ferry 

to Alcatraz. Stroll through a spooky and 

beautiful prison-turned-state park. Watch 

boats in the bay. Make it ashore, take 

BART across town to Napolito. Dine on 

deep-fried tacos. Visit the Painted Ladies 

after dark and stare at them from the 

park across the road, which probably 

make us appear somewhat creepy.

DAY 2
Breakfast at an old-timey diner with 

great eggs. Sightseeing blitz through San 

Francisco’s hilly streets. Jaw-dropping 

architecture and kindest people you’ll 

ever meet. Vietnamese and Mexican 

fusion for lunch. Pick up camper. Flip a 

coin on who will drive it out of the city. 

Inaugural back-and-forth drive across 

Golden Gate Bridge. Avoid panic while 

discovering van’s many, many blind 

spots. Arrive in Santa Cruz. Stop at 

diner for steak and pineapples. Check 

into campsite; nab one with a view 

overlooking a truly amazing sunset. First 

night in our home away from home.



FUN FACT: We mostly ate at restaurants featured on the Food Network 

show Diners, Drive-ins, and Dives. Here is a full list of where we indulged:

• NAPOLITO, San Francisco - nopalitosf.com

• DOTTIE’S TRUE BLUE CAFÉ, San Francisco  

• HRD COFFEE SHOP, San Francisco - hrdcoffeeshop.com

• SANTA CRUZ DINER, Santa Cruz - santacruzdiner.com

• IN & OUT BURGER, Salinas - in-n-out.com

• BIG SUR ROADHOUSE, Big Sur - glenoaksbigsur.com

• BIG SUR BAKERY, Big Sur - bigsurbakery.com

• INDIGO MOON CAFÉ, Cambria - indigomooncafe.com

• LITOS, Santa Barbara - litosmexfoodsb.com

• PARADISE COVE CAFÉ, Malibu - paradisecovemalibu.com

• HAGGO’S ORGANIC TACO, Encinitas - haggosorganictaco.com

• EL INDIO, San Diego - elindiosandiego.com

DAY 3
Sunrise breakfast. Shower, campground 

style, and realize we forgot to pack 

towels. Find a Target near Salinas. 

Wash towels, eat In & Out Burger and 

watch Spanish-language television 

at a crowded laundromat. Agree to 

disagree on whether In & Out is worth 

the hype. Take the long way to Saddle 

Mountain Ranch, a quaint campsite 

among millionaire ranches. Told at 

check-in that it is too dark to go for a 

walk because: cougars. Sleep well…

DAY 4
Campfire breakfast. Whale-watching 

from a boat in Monterey. Drive to Carmel 

By The Sea, gawk at the ramshackle 

cottages, Tiffany & Co. and high-end 

art galleries. Picnic in Point Lobos. Drive 

on to Big Sur. Freak out at our very first 

redwood; take one million photos. Check 

into our riverside campsite, surrounded 

by redwoods. Quick hike to Pfeiffer Falls. 

Sit and chat with the chef during dinner 

at Big Sur Roadhouse. 
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DAY 5
Breakfast at the Big Sur Bakery. Discover 

their cinnamon bloom and buy two 

more before driving away, life forever 

changed. Watch enormous trees dissolve 

into misty valleys. Stop to see McWay 

Falls. Continue on to San Simeon. Watch 

surfers wrap up a day at the beach in 

San Simeon State Park.

DAY 6
Drive to Santa Barbara. Watch buskers 

build sculptures out of sand. Mexican 

food at Litos, away from the tourist strip. 

Head to Malibu, cruise around looking 

at ridiculously elaborate houses. Watch 

dolphins fishing from the edge of a pier. 

Fall asleep to the sound of the waves.

ABOVE: Our honeymoon suite was a cargo 

van repurposed by Escape Campervans. 

Every vehicle includes: a table/fold-out bed; 

a kitchenette; mini fridge and a camp stove. 

They’re also decorated with eye-catching – 

sometimes garish – wraparound murals. 

NEXT PAGE: The seaside road from 

Monterey to Big Sur is narrow, with sharp, 

gut-wrenchingly steep drops into the 

Pacific. I was understandably asked to use 

designated pull-off sites for photographic 

opportunities, but luckily for me, there was 

a lot of them.

 

The campsites each embody the very best 

California nature has to offer. To secure 

views of the Pacific Ocean, riverside 

redwood sites or spots close to the restroom, 

travellers should book in advance. 

• ESCAPE CAMPERVANS, 

 San Francisco & Los Angeles - 

escapecampervans.com

• NEW BRIGHTON STATE BEACH,  

Capitola (south of Santa Cruz) -  

parks.ca.gov

• SADDLE MOUNTAIN RANCH,  

Carmel - carmelcamping.com

• FERNWOOD RESORT,  

Big Sur - fernwoodbigsur.com

• SAN SIMEON STATE PARK,  

San Simeon - parks.ca.gov

• LEO CARRILLO STATE PARK,  

Malibu - parks.ca.gov
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DAY 7
Hit the road to San Diego, stopping for 

lunch at a roadside taco stand. Make it 

to San Diego Zoo by afternoon, in time 

to watch a lion devour three racks of ribs. 

Take a twilight walk through a cactus 

garden in Balboa Park. Burritos at the 

bustling El Indio for dinner. Make friends 

with solo diner Sheila, who used to take 

similar trips with her husband, and moved 

to California when he died. Check in 

at the nearby KOA Kampground. Fall 

asleep thinking about Sheila.

DAY 8
Up at dawn, finish the last of our 

leftovers. Toast the trip, our undying 

love of tacos, and the end of showering 

in Crocs. Drop the van with Escape in 

L.A., and catch a ride with some fellow 

‘escapaders’ to the airport. Find out 

they had driven and camped through 

the Rockies for two weeks. Spend the 

flight home planning out something 

similar. 
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business sense

Blake Wolfe

H ave you ever stopped to consider the future of your 

organization? 

In a 2012 study by the Canadian Federation of 

Independent Business (CFIB), 51 per cent of small- to mid-sized 

business owners surveyed did not have any form of succession  

plan in place. And while 40 per cent said they had an informal 

roadmap for the future of their business, only nine per cent 

had actually put it down in writing. The study also found that of 

those business owners who acquired their companies by way of 

succession, 59 per cent said there was no plan from the previous 

owner, compared to six per cent who were involved in a formal 

succession procedure.

According to the HR Council of Canada, "the absence of a 

succession plan can undermine an organization's effectiveness 

and its sustainability."

"Without a succession planning process, an organization may not 

have a means of ensuring that the programs and services that 

are crucial to its operation are sustained beyond the tenure of 

the individual currently responsible for them," they say.

In other words, succession planning is about being proactive 

instead of reactive. So what is it, exactly?

According to the HR Council, a succession plan:

• ensures organizations are prepared with a plan to support 

service continuity when the executive director, senior managers 

or key people leave; 

• exemplifies a commitment to facilitating an organization's ability 

to recruit and retain top-performing employees and volunteers;

• establishes an external reputation for as an organization that 

invests in its people and provides opportunities and support 

for advancement;

• sends a message to employees that they are  

valuable.

Seven points business owners should 
consider while looking ahead to the future:

According to report by TD Canada Trust, business 

owners should start the succession planning process 

by asking themselves questions that pertain to 

their goals. For example: When do you want to 

hand over the reins to your business – at retirement 

age, or earlier so you can pursue other business or 

personal interests?

Jeff Halpern, a business succession advisor with  

TD Bank, says that understanding the tax 

implications involved in a succession plan is key;  

for example, the value of a business will be subject 

to taxes when the owners pass away. Strategies 

must be considered to fund – or avoid – such tax 

liabilities to maintain the company’s viability for 

the incoming owner.

Queenie Wong of the CFIB says that business 

owners shouldn’t go it alone; when crafting  

and revising a succession plan, be sure to include 

the company’s accounting and legal departments 

in the process. Similarly, she says that the future 

owner should be actively involved as the plan 

evolves.

1
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Communication will ensure a smooth transition. As life 

goes on, there’s the possibility that new ownership 

may include a change in direction for the business. 

Such decisions should be communicated clearly 

and a contingency plan should always be in place, 

suggests Hugh Arnold, a professor of Organizational 

Behaviour and HR Management with the University 

of Toronto’s Rotman School of Management.

A succession plan should never be thought of as a 

static document and instead, should be reviewed 

regularly as changes in the business and economy 

take place, Arnold continues. Wong agrees, advising 

that in addition to regular reviews, alternate or 

back-up measures should always be a consideration. 

It’s these contingencies, particularly as they relate 

to personal health and longevity, that often catch 

business owners off guard. 

Focus on preparing the next generation with the 

necessary skills to manage the venture, Halpern says, 

adding that courses in business management are a 

worthwhile investment. Another approach is to bring 

in professional management to run the company 

while teaching the incoming owner the required 

knowledge in a hands-on environment.

Businesses that will be passed down to employees 

can consider a management buy-out plan, allowing 

top talent to purchase the company when the time 

comes.

Ultimately, succession plans are not one-size-fits-all documents 

and will look different for every business. However, by 

considering all existing factors and possibilities – and doing 

this over the life of the business – leaders can ensure that their 

business will be in good hands when it’s time to move on. 
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Check out some of the top headlines that caught the attention of our readers. Find daily 
national travel industry news updates on PAXnews.com, or PAXnewsWest.com for news from 
Western Canada.

news

BYE BYE CTC

AC ROUGE UPGRADEDLONDON CALLING

PATTERSON STEPS DOWN

FLIGHT CENTRE CHANGES

BENNETT & BUSABOUT

THE CRUISE PROS EXPANDS

The Canadian Tourism Commission has rebranded itself as Destination Canada, intending to 
continue its legacy of innovative marketing and partnerships, while changing to operate "less 
like an advertising based agency" and "more like a content media company," according to 
CEO David Goldstein (pictured here with Chris Alexander, minister of citizenship & immigration 
& Maxime Bernier, federal minister of state).

Air Canada rouge will introduce upgrades to its 
fleet this summer. The premium cabin in Airbus 
A319 aircraft will be converted to two side-by-
side Business Class seats, carry-on space will be 
increased with the installation of new overhead 
bin doors, and there will be enhancements to 
Player, the in-flight entertainment system.

WestJet has selected London, England 
as the first transatlantic destination from 
Canada for its wide-body Boeing 767-300 
aircraft. Service from Canada to London 
will be through London Gatwick. Service is 
set to commence in spring 2016.

Doug Patterson, part of The Travel Corporation's 
various brands for almost three decades, 
has stepped down as president of Trafalgar 
Canada. Wolf Paunic, formerly vice-president 
of sales, is now heading the business.

Flight Centre will offer its own product 
and open four flagship stores in Toronto, 
Vancouver and Calgary over the next 
year. The company also appointed Dustin  
Ellis as vice-president, corporate sales, and 
Tanya Pocuca as brand leader for Stage 
& Screen Travel Services brand in North 
America.

Busabout appointed Damien Bennett as 
director of sales for North America, the brand’s 
first full-time employee servicing Canada and 
the U.S. Bennett will be based in Toronto and 
brings 16 years of experience, most recently 
as Contiki's head of sales for the U.K. & Europe. 

Luxury cruise provider The Cruise Professionals, 
founded by Mary Jean Tully, has launched into 
a significant expansion, establishing Tully Luxury 
Travel, a new umbrella company encompassing 
three divisions: Cruise Professionals, African 
Dreams and Private Travel Designers.

TRAVELBRANDS WOES

NEW RESORT IN ANTIGUA
TravelBrands obtained creditor protection 
due to legacy issues remaining from its 
acquisition of Thomas Cook Canada Inc. 
in 2013. According to court documents, 
TravelBrands owes $4,056,329.03 under its Sears 
agreement, which commenced in 2011 and 
was renegotiated in 2014. Plans to restructure 
areas of the company are now underway. 

Sunwing Travel Group signed an agreement 
with the government of Antigua and Barbuda 
to develop The Royalton Antigua Resort & Spa, 
a 500-room all-inclusive product. The $400 million 
development is slated to open in 2017.
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Mauricio Alvarez, Stella Australis expedition 
director (left), paid a visit to Canada to highlight 
the Australis product. Pictured here with Dallyce 
Macas, owner, éminence & representative of 
Australis in Canada.

Heather Craig-Peddie, VP, ACTA and Steve 
Goodfellow, Air Canada's director of sales - Eastern 
Canada, present Ashley Morgan, Transat Travel with 
the Tomorrow's Leader distinction in the first annual 
ACTA - Air Canada Awards. 

Kentucky Governor Steve Beshear, commonwealth 
of Kentucky (left) & Jim Dickmeyer, U.S. Consul 
General - Toronto, hosted a summer event to 
encourage more travellers to visit the state.

At a special event featuring Hong Kong cuisine, 
shown here from the Hong Kong Tourist Board  
are Michael Lim, director - Canada, Central 
& South America and Anthony Lau, executive 
director.

Anil Oraw, director, India Tourism Toronto; BP Acharya, 
principal secretary planning department & tourism 
and culture department, Government of Telangana; 
and Dr. R. Kannan, additional chief secretary, tourism 
& culture, Government of Tamil Nadu are pictured 
here at India Tourism's annual road show.

Showcasing Preferred Hotels & Resorts' properties 
and new brand to Canadian travel agents: 
Vanessa Gromer, director, global sales - Canada 
& Rick Stiffler, VP, leisure sales.

Colin Sines, president & executive director,  
Travel Gay Canada, shows off the organization's 
new website, created in an effort to connect  
more LGBT travellers with Canadian destinations 
in 2015.

Taken at TPI's 2015 Summit series in Toronto, pictured 
here are: Steve Ruddy, COO & senior VP,  finance; 
Barbara Chamberlain-Ritchie, director of sales; 
Rhonda LaFoss, regional sales manager, Eastern 
Canada; & Tim Morgan, VP.

Celebrating Tourism Week at Toronto's Dundas 
Square, of Ontario Travel: Lydia McCourt, 
corporate communications manager; Hector 
MacQuarrie, travel counsellor; Kevin Forget, travel 
promotions officer; & Tija Lidums, travel counsellor.
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PAX was on location in Thailand for the Thailand Travel Mart 
Plus (TTM+) 2015. The annual event connects more than 400 
travel operators and service businesses from Thailand and the 
rest of the Greater Mekong Subregion (Cambodia, Southern 
China, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam) with buyers from around 
the world, including several from Canada. 

The Ultimate Traveller, Peter Langer, and 
the Consulate General of the Republic of 
Indonesia hosted Vancouver travel agents 
and their guests to an evening of music, 
dance and information that showed off 
the country’s culture, heritage and most 
appealing travel destinations.

Western Canada was well represented at the 2015 ACTA - 
Air Canada Awards, held during the second annual Travel 
MarketPlace in Toronto. Pictured are Heather Craig-Peddie, 
vice president, ACTA; Ron Pradinuk of Winnipeg’s Renaissance 
Travel Inc.; & Steve Goodfellow, director of sales - Eastern 
Canada, Air Canada.

The Kauai Visitors Bureau invited PAX to visit two resorts to get a sense of what Kauai has to offer couples 
planning a proposal, wedding, anniversary, vow renewal or a simple romantic getaway. Pictured are: Kristen 
Ka’uhane & Emele Freiberg of Anthology Group, representing the KVB; Nick Castillo, guitar player; Sabra 
Kauka, Kauai cultural representative; Paul Matero, chief pilot, Safari Helicopters; and Peggy Sowl, sales & 
marketing manager, Outfitters Kauai. 

Representatives from Visit West 
Hollywood were in Vancouver recently 
to highlight the best of the 4.9 square 
kilometre city, showcasing this hip and 
diverse neighbourhood. Pictured here 
is Communications Manager Chris 
Arboleda.

VIAD APPOINTS BARRY

LINE-UP FOR ANZ SALE 

NEW AC EXPRESS SERVICE

NEWLEAF AT YWG

JASPER WELCOMES HALL

Viad Corp has appointed David Barry as 
president of its Travel & Recreation Group, 
which includes Brewster Travel Canada, 
Glacier Park, Inc., and Alaska Denali Travel. 
Barry will be responsible for leading growth 
and delivering strong returns across all of the 
company's travel and recreation assets.

Almost 100 travellers lined up – some for four 
days – outside of Flight Centre’s Vancouver 
Ultra Shop for their chance at discounted Air 
New Zealand tickets. The one-day sale, which 
commemorated Air New Zealand’s 75th 
anniversary and Flight Centre’s 20th anniversary 
of operating in Canada, offered $475 tickets (tax 
included) to 75 lucky travellers. Tickets were only 
available that day and had to be purchased 
in person.

Air Canada launched its new Calgary-Terrace 
service, the carrier’s latest route in Western 
Canada for 2015. The daily Air Canada Express 
flights between the two cities are operated 
by Jazz Aviation.

Incoming ultra low-cost carrier NewLeaf Travel 
Company, Inc. will be headquartered in 
Winnipeg. In partnership with Kelowna-based 
Flair Airlines, NewLeaf plans to offer scheduled 
non-stop flights from its bases in Kelowna, 
Winnipeg and Hamilton to multiple domestic 
and international destinations.

Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge has appointed 
Ken Hall as general manager. Hall will assume 
leadership of the mountain property after most 
recently managing the Fairmont Chicago 
Millennium Park and the Fairmont Queen 
Elizabeth in Montreal.
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The 39th annual Rendez-vous Canada 

took over Niagara Falls May 26-29, bringing 

together close to 1,600 international travel 

industry professionals – including more 

than 453 buyers from 28 countries. PAX 

was on the ground for the event, during 

which Canada’s tourism businesses took 

advantage of the tradeshow’s 24,000 

business appointments to showcase their 

products. Here are some shots from the 

floor:

Louis Gosselin, WestJetOf Nimmo Bay Wilderness Resort: Francisco Escobar & 

Jenny Jewczyk

Dan Joyce, Rocky Mountaineer

Chantal Tourangeau, Avis Budget Group

Of Via Rail: Josephine Wasch, Ryan Robutka & Michelle Goodwin

Air Canada's Martha Morrison & Suzanne Chales

Matt James Swan, Adventure 

Canada

Michael Gatherall, Gatherall's 

Puffin & Whale Watch Ltd.
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Orlando played host to the U.S. Travel 

Association's 47th annual IPW. The event 

welcomed more than 6,500 delegates 

from 73 countries, including over 1,300 

international and domestic travel. 

IPW is the largest single generator of 

travel to the U.S. and took place at 

the Orange County Convention Center 

from May 30-June 3. Attendees are 

setting off for New Orleans in 2016.

Heidi Johannesen & Sana Keller, Virginia 

Tourism Corporation

Jason du Satoy, Flight Centre with Carmen 

Bishop, GOGO Worldwide Vacations

Jeannette Faria & Susan Webb, VoX International, 

representing Beaches of Fort Myers & Sanibel

Dave Cecco, WestJet Vacations; Beth Fleeton, 

Universal Orlando; & Tim Croyle, WestJet 

Vacations

From Visit Myrtle Beach: Kimberly Hartley, 

Danna Lilly & Kim DaRoja

Kosta Tsimiklis, Alio & Maria Manzella, New 

Orleans CVB

Of Visit Orlando: Jay Santos, Melanie Dickey, 

George Aguel & Anita Walker

Jacqui Budd, Merit Travel Group
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Canadian sportswear brand FIG has a mission: to offer 
sophisticated alternatives to traditional travel wear. 
Merchandise is developed and manufactured entirely 
in Canada, with an emphasis on eco-responsible 
materials. With collections entitled Voyage, Chalet 
and Safari, FIG is all about dressing women so they 
can feel comfortable and stylish no matter where 
their travels take them. figclothing.com

Anyone who has  
flown overseas knows 

the all-consuming 
weariness of jet 
lag. Solved only 
by sleep, which 

gets in the way of 
precious adventuring, 

this malady is an 
unavoidable side 

effect to globetrotting. 
Or is it? Enter Jet 

Lag Rooster, a free 
online service and 
smartphone app 

that takes your flight 
itinerary and creates 

an individual plan 
using melatonin and 

light exposure to help 
travellers avoid jet lag 

– or at the least, reduce 
it. jetlagrooster.com

Every tour group has them: travellers who wander off or fall behind, and get lost. The 
goTenna, a communication tool designed to make ‘no service’ no problem, may be a 

tour guide’s new best friend. The goTenna generates its own signal, allowing users 
to send or receive messages and share their GPS location with others. Equipped 

with features for group messaging, mapping and even emergencies, this nifty 
tool will ensure no one ever gets lost again. gotenna.com

If there was ever a blog that represented the voice of 
Canadian travel culture, Toque & Canoe is it. Penned 
by journalistic travellers Jen Twyman and Kim Gray 
and launched on Canada Day 2011, Toque & Canoe 
was designed to represent and promote ‘real’ travel 
within Canada. Blog posts feature tourism highlights 
from every province, including the Great Bear 
Rainforest in B.C., the famous Ice Hotel of Quebec 
City, and most recently, Calgary’s gritty music scene. 
toqueandcanoe.com

Pop quiz: where in North American can you find 
Kansas City ribs, Maryland crab cakes and 76er Philly 
cheesesteaks all under one roof? If you answered 
Home of the Brave in Toronto, then you know the 
best place to go for a shaved bologna sandwich with 
a side of tater tots. Serving classic, Americana-style 
sandwiches with a level of customer service that is 
undeniably Canadian, Home of the Brave is truly the 
best of both worlds. thehotb.com

UPLIFT follows Toronto couple Barnabe Geis and Nisha Toomey as they discover countries and 
cultures in a travel series designed to take the viewer off the beaten path. Promoted as a travel show 
with purpose, UPLIFT aims to tell human stories hailing from destinations that are otherwise portrayed 
in a negative light. Although not currently airing, the creators are pitching UPLIFT to broadcasters, 
after a successful crowd-funding campaign and the completion of the show’s pilot. upliftfilms.org



Caribbean vacations made easy with air, cruise,  
beverages, more—all included from $2,199*

Our Caribbean Book & Go Vacation Packages will take your clients to a tropical island paradise  
that will bring them back to life relaxed and renewed—and thrilled that it’s All Included:  

• 7-Night Eastern or Western Caribbean cruise on Celebrity Reflection® or Celebrity Silhouette®

• Veranda stateroom (pricing for other categories available)
• Round-trip, nonstop flight from your choice of 7 convenient gateways across Canada
• Checked bags (up to two per traveler)
• In-flight meal and beverages  
• Night in a South Florida hotel for some departure airports/itineraries
• All ground transfers in Florida
• Classic Beverage Packages on the cruise, including wine and spirits (for first two guests)
• Classic Non-alcoholic Beverage and 40-minute Internet packages on the cruise 

(for third and fourth guests in the same room)
• Gratuities and taxes for the cruise

Sailings are January 30 to April 3, 2016. Hurry and book soon;  
these value packages sell out quickly.

*Visit www.cruisingpower.com for full terms. Offer valid for departures between Jan. 30 and April 3, 2016. Price is in CAD p.p. based on double occupancy for new individual bookings, is 
subject to availability, may change at any time, includes coach air, and is inclusive of all taxes, fees, and port charges. Price is based on the lowest minimum available as follows and will vary 
by sailing: veranda category 2D from $2,199 for March 27, 2016, Hamilton, ON departure, sailing on Celebrity Silhouette®. Other categories, occupancy types, and sailing dates are available 
at varying prices. Classic Beverage Package and Prepaid gratuities apply to two guests per stateroom. Third and fourth guests receive gratuities and non-alcoholic beverage packages, which 
can be upgraded to an alcohol package for a fee. Offer is not combinable with any other offer, is subject to availability and change at time of booking. Celebrity Cruises® reserves the right to 
correct any errors, inaccuracies, or omissions, and to change or update fares, fees, and surcharges at any time without prior notice. “Modern luxury” is a trademark of Celebrity Cruises Inc. 
©2015 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships registered in Malta and Ecuador.

Actual plane may differ.

Discover why

at CruisingPower.com

Celebrity Cruises 
Caribbean Vacations
It’s All Included
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CYAN BLACKYELLOW MAGENTA

HELP YOUR CLIENTS MAKE 
BUSINESS A PLEASURE.
With access to destinations all over the globe, Air Canada is the only choice for your clients’ business 
travel needs. We offer the most destinations, most flight options, and most non-stop intercontinental 
flights from eight Canadian gateways. And when you book them in International Business Class or 
Premium Economy, rest assured they’ll be well rested and ready to go.

Visit aircanada.com/agents for more information about Air Canada’s network.
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